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more favourable balance of trade. This in turn would have been
followed by upward pressure on the yen unless there were compen-
sating payments abroad, for instance exports of capital. Japan's
balance of trade, on the contrary, deteriorated in 1933, nor, appar-
ently, were special efforts required to hold the yen down to its low
exchange level. Her imports rose in 1933 by as great a proportion as
her exports. In brief, her ability to sell enhanced her capacity to buy.
It is probable, however, that she obtained a much larger credit
balance from invisible transactions in 1933 than in 1932, and this
was absorbed by capital exports, mainly to Manchukuo.
Other commentators mentioned Japan's rapidly increasing popula-
tion, pent within a group of mountainous islands, as the urge behind
the expansion of her exports. While indeed the growth of population,
and the difficulty of extending the area of agricultural land, may have
imposed on Japan an economic system in which large-scale industrial
exports played an essential part, it could not by itself squeeze exports
out of her, like water from a saturated sponge. More cogent was the
argument that Japan's growing population kept down the standard
of life, and that 'her competitors had therefore to contend with
exceptionally low wages. Figures were quoted to show that wage
rates in Japan were in fact far below those ruling in Western countries
—for instance, that the average wage of a female operative in a silk
filature was equivalent to a little over 9dL a day. Such arguments
provoked not always quite relevant retorts, to the effect that the
Japanese workers were well housed and fed, and were very com-
fortably off according to their lights. The low level of wages in Japan,
like the depreciation of the yen, must be accepted as a fact, which
undoubtedly affected her foreign trade position.
The increase of the population, the fall of the yen, the lowness of
wages when converted from a depreciated currency, the efforts of
industrial management to cut costs, all fitted into a single logical
system. Industrialization and a great natural increase marched to-
gether in twentieth-century Japan as they had in nineteenth-century
Europe. Agriculture, especially when organized on a subsistence
basis, can rest content with home markets; large scale industry never.
The quest for profits is bound to become a quest for further markets,
if only to consume at cut prices the surplus production that the home
market cannot absorb. Industry demands raw materials, many of
which, in Japan particularly, have to be bought abroad; and it raises
the standard of life so that more consumable goods are imported
also. Once Japan had adopted Western industrial technique, she
was compelled to sell and she was compelled to buy. When it became

